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Spelling list: Clothes, accessories

A list of words for English spelling and vocabulary help and learning. For 
further help, teaching and lessons about spelling please try our spelling 
course.

apron An  is a garment of cloth or leather or plastic that is apron
tied about the waist and worn to protect your clothing.

backpack A  is a bag carried by a strap on your back or backpack
shoulder.

bag A  is a container used for carrying money and small bag
personal items or accessories .

belt A  is a band worn around the waist.belt

bracelet A  is a type of jewelry worn around the wrist for bracelet
decoration.

earring An  is a type of jewelry worn to ornament the ear.earring

glasses  are an optical instrument consisting of a frame Glasses
that holds a pair of lenses for correcting defective vision.

gloves  are worn over the hands and sometimes wrist to Gloves
protect them from the cold or dirt.

handbag A  is a container used for carrying money and handbag
small personal items or accessories.

handkerchief A  is a square piece of cloth used for wiping handkerchief
the eyes or nose or as a costume accessory.

hat A  is a headdress that is worn as a fashion accessory hat
or to protect the head from bad weather.

necklace A  is a type of jewelry consisting of a cord or necklace
chain worn about the neck as an ornament.

ring A  is a type of jewelry consisting of a circlet of metal ring
worn on the finger.
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scarf A  is a garment worn around the head or neck or scarf
shoulders for warmth or decoration.

shawl A  is a cloak consisting of an oblong piece of cloth shawl
used to cover the head and shoulders.

sunglasses  are spectacles that are darkened or Sunglasses
polarized to protect the eyes from the glare of the sun.

tie
A  is a type of neckwear consisting of a long narrow tie
piece of material worn under a collar and tied in knot at 
the front.

watch A  is a small timepiece worn around the wrist.watch
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